floor matting

installation GUIDE
Proper care and handling will maintain your floor matting’s performance
and appearance. Additionally, following the manufacturer’s care and
handling instructions keeps the warranty in force.
Step 1: Floor Preparation
Proper floor matting installation begins with making sure the floor where it is to be
installed is clean, dry, and free of obstructions. Vacuum and damp mop the area, then
allow the floor to dry thoroughly before installing the matting.

Step 2: Secure the Placement Area
Remove any objects that might interfere with moving the matting into
position. Keep pedestrian traffic clear of the area during installation. Erect
“caution“ signs.

Step 3: Remove Matting From Packaging
Your matting arrives rolled up around a sturdy cardboard core tube and wrapped in protective plastic
sheeting. Remove the plastic sheeting being especially careful not to cut into the matting. Spread the
plastic sheeting out. Save the cardboard core for use in storing the matting.

Step 4: Unroll and Flatten
Carefully unroll the matting so the fabric (face) surface is up and place it on the plastic sheeting. The
matting will relax and flatten out in a few minutes. Gently bend the edges back and release to speed the
flatting process.

Step 5: Moving to Placement Area
When moving the matting, do not pull it by the edging. Grasp the body of the matting just inside the
edging. Slide the matting into its installation position sliding it along the floor on top of the plastic sheeting.
Avoid running into objects that might damage the matting. Caution pedestrians to stay clear.

Step 6: Setting in Place
At the installation location, remove the plastic sheet from
underneath. Holding the matting near the edge but not
by the edging only, move it into place with one person
on each corner. To aid the process, lift the matting up
and down to create a pillow of air. To lock the matting in
position, remove all air from underneath by walking in
small steps from the center out to each edge.

May we enhance your building’s first impression?

Let us measure your location, prepare a custom design, provide a budget and schedule, and install your next custom flooring solution.
To get started, call (847) 650‑9664 or email us at info@nextstepflooringsolutions.com today.

